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Key Learnings

Innovation is changing 
(it is emergent not best practice)

Missions are a new language 
(Phrasebooks and practice help)

Implementers are pioneers 
(Building new ecosystems)

There are Capability Gaps
(Engagement and community)



4Adapted from: Langley, Moen, Nolan et al. The Improvement Guide. 2nd edition. 2009.

Action Learning and Experimentation 

An Action 
Learning 
Pedagogy



Moving from Theory to Action

Analysis
(Think) 

 

Synthesis
(Design) 

 

Action 
(Do) 

Policy 
(Say) 

Academic isolation:
Remains in the realm of theory

Narrow process: 
Remains as “business as usual”

Adapted from source: Owen, Charles. 2007. “Design Thinking: 
Notes on ins nature and Use”. Design Research Quarterly, Vol. 2, 
No. 1, pp. 16-27 
https://www.id.iit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Design-th
inking-notes-on-its-nature-and-use-owen_desthink071.pdf 

Policymakers and practitioners are largely 
unready for the shift in practice that needs to 
take place to support long term 
transformative innovation.

The MLE offered a pedagogy to cross the 
“say-do gap” with wise experimentation 
sharing 3 types of learning in each topic visit:

● KNOWLEDGE 
the expert topic report

● PRACTICE 
the immersive “innovation safari”

● PEER LEARNING the collaborative 
design exercises and experiment 
action planning

 

https://www.id.iit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Design-thinking-notes-on-its-nature-and-use-owen_desthink071.pdf
https://www.id.iit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Design-thinking-notes-on-its-nature-and-use-owen_desthink071.pdf


Innovation is changing 
(it is emergent not best practice)

Key Learning 1



   

Over the last decade there has 
been “paradigm reorientation of 
research and innovation policy” 
(Lindner et al. 2021) 



   

So let’s remind 
ourselves why we 
are doing 
missions…

Vienna insight 



Net Zero 
is a very 
steep 
curve



At a time when 
global emissions 
need to be 
falling, they are 
still rising and 
the world has 
not yet peaked.



A “business as usual” 
scenario will lead us to 
continue to overshoot 
planetary boundaries 
which in turn will 
transgress the social 
foundations of life: safe 
housing, clean water, 
waste processing, health, 
education, food and 
clean air.

Source: Donut Economics, Kate Raworth



And we are also creating 
resource challenges like 
never before…

We are on a finite planet. 
There are 90 natural 
elements that make up 
everything. 50 of those are 
at risk or in conflict zones 

Some of the elements have 
less than 100 years if we 
use them at the rate that 
we currently do (without 
factoring in compound 
growth of consumption).

Source: European Chemical Society

https://www.rsc.org/news-events/opinions/2019/jan/elements-in-danger/


Soil health matters



Sydney, 2020

Climate matters 



Source: Hakai Magazine 
Image Copyright: Credit: Cavan / Alamy StockThe Ocean, 2023

Oceans matter

https://hakaimagazine.com/news/how-enough-floating-plastic-could-change-the-sea/


Source: The Washington Post 

Chilean desert mining, 2022

Water pollution matters

Cleantech demands dirty mining



Source: Hakai Magazine 
Image Copyright: Credit: Cavan / Alamy StockPakistan, 2022

Resilient cities matter

https://hakaimagazine.com/news/how-enough-floating-plastic-could-change-the-sea/


Turkey - Syria, 2023

Resilient cities matter



Planet-centred 
Innovation 
can’t just 
disrupt old 
worlds. 

It must also 
construct new 
ones.

Planetary Economics, Michael Grubb



Key lesson:

You are “STI bootstrapping”

This change in orientation will only grow - your 
work at this moment is paving the way for future 
transitions and transformative innovation



Missions are a new language 
(Phrasebooks and practice help)

Key Learning 2



Mission CANCER 
Save the lives of more than 
3 million people, improve 

expectancy and quality of life

Mission CLIMATE 
Prepare Europe for adapting 
to climate change; create 150 
climate-resilient regions and 

communities Mission CITIES
100+ model cities (living labs); 

turn all cities in Europe 
climate-neutral by 2050

Mission SOIL
Contribute to the objective of 75% 
healthy soils in Europe; support 

100 demonstration cases

Mission WATERS 
Clean oceans, seas and waters 

from pollution; restore 
ecosystems; foster a CO2-neutral 

blue economy

The EU 
Missions 



Source: Good Practice in Mission Oriented Innovation Strategies, 2021

Why Mission Oriented Innovation is different

https://www.bertelsmann-stiftung.de/fileadmin/files/BSt/Publikationen/GrauePublikationen/Study_NW_Good_practices_in_mission-oriented_innovation_strategies_and_their_implementation_2021.pdf


Missions seek 
Transformation

Mission-oriented innovation aims to 
tackle grand challenges and address 
the root of any given problem. The 
process seeks to set out innovation 
pathways in areas of high 
uncertainty, nurturing new 
industrial and technological 
landscapes. 

Source: Christian Naczinsky 



At Best: Missions create an “Ambition Loop” 

Source: From UN Global 
Compact, We Mean 
Business and World 
Resources Institute here

https://ambitionloop.org/


At worst:

“Mission 
Mimicry” 
Missions require new tools, 
capabilities and a long term view

To focus on the problems first and 
foremost will require commitment to 
new capabilities which will not emerge 
automatically. Here are some 
examples of emerging practice.

“Isomorphic mimicry is a key “technique of 
successful failure” that perpetuates capability… 
[it] is the tendency of governments to mimic 
other governments’ successes, replicating 
processes, systems, and even products of the 
“best practice” examples. This mimicry often 
conflates form and function: leading to a 
situation where “looks like” substitutes for 
“does”; i.e., governments look capable after the 
mimicry but are not actually more capable.”

The authors state that this tendency to mimic is 
amplified when the public sector seeks “agenda 
conformity” as this makes it very hard for states 
to build the new capabilities needed, for their 
contexts, given their realities.

“Building State Capability: Evidence, Analysis, Action” 
Matt Andrews, Lant Pritchett, and Michael Woolcock 
Oxford University Press: 2017



Key lesson:

Avoid “mission washing”

Make space for silly questions to avoid agenda 
conformity



Key Learning 3

Implementers are pioneers 
(Building new ecosystems)



British botanist Arthur 
Tansley coined the term 
“ecosystem”  in the 1930s, 
to describe a community 
of organisms in the 
natural world that 
collaborate and compete 
with one another, evolve 
together, adapt to new 
challenges, and exploit 
new opportunities. 

You are cultivating 
Mission Oriented 
Ecosystems



“A mission-oriented innovation ecosystem is 
characterized by its distinct target focus. As 
opposed to ‘standard’ innovation ecosystems 
[that] predominantly aim to bring innovative 
technologies, products and services to the 
market, mission-oriented innovation ecosystems 
pit themselves against the grand challenges…”

Source: Exploring Mission-Oriented Innovation Ecosystems for Sustainability, Malte Jütting, Sustainability, 2020

https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/16/6677
https://sciprofiles.com/profile/1160818


Mission Managers are boundary spanners

They are world builders

They need mental dexterity, charismatic 
authority, bundles of energy and the ability 
to pivot between policy world and the world 
of ordinary people

And they need a community
31



“Healthy ecosystems are symbiotic not parasitic”

Source: Mariana Mazzucato



Source: Exploring 

Mission-Oriented Innovation 

Ecosystems for Sustainability, 

Malte Jütting, Sustainability, 

2020

https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/16/6677
https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/16/6677
https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/16/6677
https://sciprofiles.com/profile/1160818


A healthy ecosystem is the 
“soft infrastructure” 
needed to support mission portfolios



Silly questions are allowed:

“What are Portfolios?”



“Many innovations with a 
transformative impact are 
system innovations. System 
innovation is a portfolio of 
interdependent and mutually 
reinforcing innovations which 
together have a potential to 
transform systems. The impact 
of system innovations depends 
on the strength of synergies 
between its elements rather 
than only on the disruptiveness 
of individual technologies.”

Source: Miedzinski, M., Mazzucato, M. and Ekins, P. 2019



Portfolio 
insight…

This looks great, 
but it needs to 
be grounded in 
the national and 
local industrial 
context 



The bit in the middle is the least 
explored element of the missions

When we debate 
tensions 
between top 
down and 
bottom up we 
risk getting lost 
in the theory and 
not actually 
doing anything



SYSTEMS CHANGE
Long term, Developing 
breakthroughs / 
inventing new  
markets 

INCREMENTAL 
INNOVATION
Behavioural, Firm level, 
optimising existing assets 
/ Immediate time 
horizon

DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION
Technology driven innovation. High risk, 
high consumer demand, dynamic change in 
market conditions followed by fast follower 
uptake
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Large/scale 
coordination
Infrastructure - 
too big for single 
entities (First 
mover 
disadvantage), 
too expensive for 
governments 
alone.

LOW             pace and scale HIGH  

Source: Conway 2022, Designed with reference to various source 
material: System Climate Innovation for a Transformative Impact, 
by Michal Miedzinski, Institute for Sustainable Resources, 
University College London, 2018 
https://www.climate-kic.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Insight03_
Proof4.pdf How to Manage an innovation portfolio 
https://www.viima.com/blog/innovation-portfolio

Portfolios 
need to 
manage a 
wide range of 
different types 
of innovation

STRUCTURAL 
INNOVATION
Infrastructure, policy 
experimentation, 
regulatory sandboxes

TRANSFORMATIVE 
INNOVATION

https://www.climate-kic.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Insight03_Proof4.pdf
https://www.climate-kic.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Insight03_Proof4.pdf
https://www.viima.com/blog/innovation-portfolio


        Basic principles                   Fundamental research         Applied Experiments Prototypes   Demonstrator         Market-ready / Scalable 
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Early Concept
Practical applicationRate and pace 

of change

Governance

Finance

Science and 
Technology

Policy mix and 
Regulatory 

environment

Cultural Values 
and Citizen 

engagement

Consumer 
Market and

Business model

Infrastructure 
and production 

systems

“MISSION READINESS 
LEVELS” prototyping 
portfolios



Exploring real world 
portfolios



Key Learning 4 

There are Capability Gaps
(Engagement and community)



There are many reasons why we seek to engage 
the public – from gathering insights to 
informing decision-making. But citizen 
engagement is a broad term, with many 
mechanisms for delivery. 

We need to become conversant in the different 
types of activities under public engagement, 
with deep and collaborative co-production at 
one end and the mass communicative ways to 
engage and influence public discourse at the 
other. 

Capability gaps:
Why engage citizens?





Learning about prototypes from Vinnova’s 
Design-led Missions in Sweden



46







Connection between the 
school meal and learning
Today, there is little or no connection between the 
meal and pedagogy and learning. By using the school 
meal, the kitchen and the meal environment as 
educational tools where both kitchen and educators 
work together, children and young people can learn 
about sustainable food while creating more 
commitment and knowledge about the meal and the 
food system.



Hofors prototype



Snowball



Practicing by building our own 
micro experiments 



Push what moves



Current Situation Resistant Indifferent Ready

Low Confidence 
that current change 
idea will lead to 
Improvement

Cost of failure 

is large
Very Small Scale 
Test

Very Small Scale 
Test

Very Small Scale 
Test

Cost of failure 

is small
Very Small Scale 
Test

Very Small Scale 
Test Small Scale Test

High Confidence 
that current change 
idea will lead to 
Improvement

Cost of failure 

is large
Very Small Scale 
Test Small Scale Test Wide Scale Test

Cost of failure 

is small Small Scale Test Wide Scale Test
Implement

How do you test at the suitable scale for your exploration? 
Start with a “gut check” - What is your degree of belief in the proposed change?

Readiness to Make the Change

Source:  The Improvement Guide, Langley et al. 2009



Key lesson from Sweden:

Generous hosting matters…

Make sure you provide a good buffet 



That’s all folks!

Thank you!


